MULTI-PURPOSE INSECT & LICE KILLER
Insecticida Multi-Uso y Mata Pulgas

- Seeks out bugs where they hide
- Kills on contact
- Protects for up to 12 weeks against ants, cockroaches and houseflies
- Kills lice and their eggs
- For use on bedding, furniture and other inanimate objects infested with lice
- Nonstaining • No unpleasant odor
- Water-based formula

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS
CAUTION
Harmful if inhaled. Avoid breathing vapor or spray mist. Remove contaminated clothing and wash with soap and warm water.

FIRST AID TREATMENT
IF INHALED: Remove person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance. Give artificial respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth if possible. Call a poison control center or doctor for further breathed advice.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
This product is basic to fish and other aquatic organisms. Do not apply directly to any body of water. Do not contaminate water by disposing of unused product into water.

PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS
Contents may be under pressure and will release if exposed to heat or if container is punctured. Do not incinerate. Do not use near open flame or on fire or hot areas. Do not use near food or food by-products. Do not contaminate any surfaces that are not to be treated.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. Avoid contamination of food and foodstuffs. Remove pets and pets, and cover fish, reptiles and other species before applying. Do not allow children or pets to contact treated areas until surfaces are dry.

STORAGE & DISPOSAL
STORAGE: Store in a cool, dry place away from heat or open flame. Do not store near food, feed or by-products of the food. Do not use or discard product in or near food or feed by-products.

DISPOSAL: DO NOT DISCARD IN GROUNDS.
If empty: Place in trash or for recycling if available.
If partly filled: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions.

ISSUE: Do not apply directly to food.

DO NOT USE IN FOOD PREPARATION AREAS. Do not use in food preparation areas. Do not apply to any food or food by-products of the food.

WARNING: AVOID INHALATION. MAINTAIN PROPER HANDLING AND STORAGE.

TO KILL LICE AND LICE NITS: Spray in an inconspicuous area to test for possible stripping or disruption. Sprayed again after drying, then proceed to spray entire area treated. Hold container upright away from eyes. Depress valve and spray in a distance of 6 to 8 inches. Sprays each square foot for 3 seconds. Spray only those garments and parts of bedding, including mattresses and furniture, that cannot be laundered or dry cleaned. Allow all sprayed articles to dry thoroughly before use.

OUTDOORS
Remove all outdoor food and cooking utensils. Cover all food-handling surfaces or wash thoroughly after treatment and before use. Do not use on food articles. Bait rats with food that has been killed. Do not apply to any food or food by-products of the food.

COCCIDIOIDES, WATER BUGS, ALMONTO BUGS, SILVERFISH, FLEAS, CRICKETS, CSOPHOSARIA, SPIDERS, MOLLUSCS, CENTipedEs, SWIRL BUGS AND NULL BUGS: Spray into hiding places such as cracks and crevices, behind baseboards, under cabinets, along baseboards and floors, around doors and plumbing. Hitting insects with spray wherever possible.

ANTs: Spray trails, nests and places where Ants are feeding. Apply its ants wherever possible. CARPET BEETLES: Spray directly on beetles, larvae, larvae, and eggs.

RECOMMENDATIONS: Spray, especially around corners and spouts. Take beds and spray in bed, directly on mattress and headboards. Depress valve and spray in a distance of 6 to 8 inches. Spray each square foot for 2 seconds. Spray only those garments and parts of bedding, including mattresses and furniture, that cannot be laundered or dry cleaned. Allow all sprayed articles to dry thoroughly before use.

CROWNS, INSECTS, ANTS, COCCIDIOSES, INCLUDING ASIAN COCCIDIOSES, CRICKETS, ROACHES, FLEAS, CENTIPedeS, SILVERFISH, FLEAS, CRICKETS, CSOPHOSARIA, SPIDERS, MOLLUSCS, CENTipedEs, SWIRL BUGS AND NULL BUGS: Spray into hiding places such as cracks and crevices, behind baseboards, under cabinets, along baseboards and floors, around doors and plumbing. Hitting insects with spray wherever possible.

COCCIDIOSES, WATER BUGS, ALMONTO BUGS, SILVERFISH, FLEAS, CRICKETS, CSOPHOSARIA, SPIDERS, MOLLUSCS, CENTIPedeS, SWIRL BUGS AND NULL BUGS: Spray into hiding places such as cracks and crevices, behind baseboards, under cabinets, along baseboards and floors, around doors and plumbing. Hitting insects with spray wherever possible.

ANTs: Spray trails, nests and places where Ants are feeding. Apply its ants wherever possible. CARPET BEETLES: Spray directly on beetles, larvae, larva, and eggs.

RECOMMENDATIONS: Spray, especially around corners and spouts. Take beds and spray in bed, directly on mattress and headboards. Depress valve and spray in a distance of 6 to 8 inches. Spray each square foot for 2 seconds. Spray only those garments and parts of bedding, including mattresses and furniture, that cannot be laundered or dry cleaned. Allow all sprayed articles to dry thoroughly before use.

CROWNS, INSECTS, ANTS, COCCIDIOSES, INCLUDING ASIAN COCCIDIOSES, CRICKETS, ROACHES, FLEAS, CENTIPedeS, SILVERFISH, FLEAS, CRICKETS, CSOPHOSARIA, SPIDERS, MOLLUSCS, CENTIPedeS, SWIRL BUGS AND NULL BUGS: Spray into hiding places such as cracks and crevices, behind baseboards, under cabinets, along baseboards and floors, around doors and plumbing. Hitting insects with spray wherever possible.

COCCIDIOSES, WATER BUGS, ALMONTO BUGS, SILVERFISH, FLEAS, CRICKETS, CSOPHOSARIA, SPIDERS, MOLLUSCS, CENTIPedeS, SWIRL BUGS AND NULL BUGS: Spray into hiding places such as cracks and crevices, behind baseboards, under cabinets, along baseboards and floors, around doors and plumbing. Hitting insects with spray wherever possible.

ANTs: Spray trails, nests and places where Ants are feeding. Apply its ants wherever possible. CARPET BEETLES: Spray directly on beetles, larvae, larva, and eggs.

RECOMMENDATIONS: Spray, especially around corners and spouts. Take beds and spray in bed, directly on mattress and headboards. Depress valve and spray in a distance of 6 to 8 inches. Spray each square foot for 2 seconds. Spray only those garments and parts of bedding, including mattresses and furniture, that cannot be laundered or dry cleaned. Allow all sprayed articles to dry thoroughly before use.

CROWNS, INSECTS, ANTS, COCCIDIOSES, INCLUDING ASIAN COCCIDIOSES, CRICKETS, ROACHES, FLEAS, CENTIPedeS, SILVERFISH, FLEAS, CRICKETS, CSOPHOSARIA, SPIDERS, MOLLUSCS, CENTIPedeS, SWIRL BUGS AND NULL BUGS: Spray into hiding places such as cracks and crevices, behind baseboards, under cabinets, along baseboards and floors, around doors and plumbing. Hitting insects with spray wherever possible.